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TIIE LIRANC1l BANKING WE STION*$/

Mathew Shane

University of Minnesota

I. The Role of Hanking in the Develo~mcnt of the Community.— —— — -—

It is well to keep in mind that a discussion of banking

policy is not a discussion about any old industry or institu-

tion. i\ ba~~k is not a hamburger stand and if one is to under-

stand what the proper banking structure should be, one must

first understand the very special characteristics of a bank

and the important role which it plays in the community; that

is, how a bank differs from any old firm. This may seem ob-

vious to most or even all of the people here today. However,

to this (jay, and as you might expect I will not use this argu-

ment, banks have been judged in their performance in terms of

how well they perforlm like all other firms. Today my discussion

of banking performance will not be conducted as though banks

were just an ordinary firm, but rather in terms of the special

characteristics which put banks in a crucial role for the well-

being and development of any community.

*lJresented to the Joint Subcommittee on Banking~ State

of llinnesota, April 9, 1970.

l_/ A staff paper is not necessarily reviewed within the department and
the views expressed are sol,ely those of the author and not attributed to the
University of Minnesota.
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Uanks arc a financial institution and as such they must

l)e judged by how well they transfer the surplus resources of

tl~e comnmnity i~lto realized investment projects. They are

not just Llily financial institution, because in many parts of

Mi~mesota they are the only financial institution available

to fill this need. If tl]ey are unsuccessful in their job,

tl~e entire conm]unity in wl]ich they exist pays the cost, and

unlike other firms, the costs are measured in jobs not avail-

abJ-e and income not earned. Thus when the hamburger stand

does not do a good job, it goes out of business, you eat your

hamburgers elsewhere, but when the local bank does not ~J@rforIII

well, the new jobs for the young adults will not be there for

them, the resources of the community will not be used, the

co}mnunity will not develop as it should.

This is the issue here today, the cost in jobs, and in-

cotne not available for any particular banking structure. There

is a cost for any system and the real choice depends on which

cc)st you want to bear. And our choice of a particular banking

strllcture shoulci depend not on whether a certain system exists

or not, but rather on what system will best serve the citizens

of Minnesota.

13efore proceeding to a presentation of the relevant

hlinnesota banking data, it might be well to review, briefly,

tl~e arguments allclevidence used in the banking debate up tO

the present time.
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~1,
The Tradition Banking Argument— .

Traditionally, the argument about banking performance

has revolved around whether a particular structure is more

or less competitive than another structure. The measure of

competition used is the number of banks in any area, the

freedoln of entry of any system to new banks, and the cost

ef(’iciency w~th which any system operates. Let me take each

A. The Number of 13a”nks in an Area

IC one uses the total number of banks in any area to

m({~aure tl]e de~ree of cou]petition between branch and unit

banking systems then except for the very large cities over

~~(),o()() 3.11~O~JLdati(III, there are about as many branch banks

~ :3 unit banks . In cities over 500,000 there are more unit

tl)an brarlch banks. This fact is brought out clearly in

l/
Tables I and II below.-

llowever, tl~is argument is a little deceptive because

the number of banks can only be evaluated in terms of a

parti.clllar market area and it is not clear that relevant

mi.trket is the same for branch and unit banks. The following

example might help to clarify this point. Suppose we

—-——

y
See [Iernard Shun and Paul Horvitz, ‘tE3ranch Banking

ar~d t]le Structure of Competition, ‘t The Nationa& Bankin.q
Ileview, l+larch, 1961+, Tables 20 and ~ p. 329.——



Average Number of Different Banks
Per Standard Metropolitan Area, June 1962,

by Type of Branching Law*

. ..-— — .—

I)o])ul.akion Size of States with States with Unit
Fletropolital] Statewide Limited Banking United
Area 13ranching Dranching States States
.—

10,000 - 99,999 4.75 6, /+o 6.23 6.00

100,000 - 499,999 7.38 10.35 14.97 10.99

500,000 - 999,999 1.2.38 13.07 38.83 18.21

1.,000,000 and over 27.60 47.17 105.67 58.17

All. Metropolitan Areas 10.22 15.07 24.25 16.7h

—....——..

* SC)llI’C(>: SILII1l and Horvitz~ ‘lElranch 13anking and the Structure

or Colllpeti.tion,ll The National !hnking Review, 1964, p. 329.—.

———— .—



TABLE II

Number of Different Banks and Number of
Standard Metropolitan Areas ,

June 1962, by Type of Branching Law*

———-—.————

States with States with Unit
Statewide Limited Banking United
Branching Branching States States

pO~Jfll.c’’Lt~O]]Size No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
of Metro pol.itap. of of of of of of of of
Area Banks Areas Banks Areas Banks Areas Banks Areas

503~~o - 99$999 19 4 32 5 81 13 132 22

100,000 - 499,999 214 29 683 66 554 37 1451 132

500,000 - 999,999 99 8 196 15 233 6 528 29

1.,000,000 and
over 138 5 566 12 634 6 1338 23

Total. 470 46 ~477 98 1502 62 3449 206

————.—....——

Ibid., p. 329.*~;ol~rce: ___

———.—..—..——
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co~lsider a state where there is only one grocery store in

every town and we compare this state with one where there

are otlly two grocery firms with a chain store in every town.

In wllicl) case will there be more competition. In the one case,

e(~cll grocery I)as a virtual monopoly of food service for its

town, while th(’ two chain stores mip;ht very well compete

statewi.(le. T}]is example is not as far-fetched as it sounds,

i’or i.1]28 out of: the 87 counties in llinnesota there are 5 or

1/
less bank5.- ‘l’heproblem of banks having monopoly control

of f:irlancial services is very serious in a large part of

i“lillnesota.

1)● J3a11k Entry

The issue of bank entry also is one that can be deceptive.

If yoL~ measure bank entry by the number of new banks, then

ITIOIe new banks are created in unit banking states than in

~)rai}cl]ballkinp; states. However, if you measure entry by the

rlumber of new offices, then the number of new offices in

l)ranching states greatly exceeds the numl)er in unit banking

States. l’:hle III, using the number of bank office creations

betw(~(]l 1955 and 1962 for the United States as a whole, shows

that there was a 7.6% increase in the number of bank offices

—— .

lJTkli~ is
as of December 1968.
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TABLE III

Changes in the 13anki.ng Structure, 1953-1962,
by Type of Branching Law*

(Percent)

Ratio of I{atio of
New Hanks Mergers

Change in to to Ratio of
Change in Change in Number of Number of Number of New 13anks

s t’at(? Number of Number of Banking Banks Banks in
Class i~icat.i.on []anks Branches Offices 1953 1962 Mergers

Sti.]te\r.iLle
llrar]cllill~
Stat (>>< -25*3 +109.5 +58.5 12.1

1..im i tcd
r31’allcllill&’
Stilt(?S -12*[~, +139.7 +34*9 4.5

36.6 33.1

16.5 27.6

un i1:
T)allkill:;
Statc?s + 7.6 -- + 7.6 10.3 1,8 563.8

A 1.1 St:.it;cs - 4.6 +126.5 +30.3 7*9 11.8 66.7

*f; c), ,rc, (>: Ibid. , p. 315.
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it~ unit banl<i~l~ stqtes co)]lpared with a 58.5% increase in state-

1/
wide hr:inching states. —

The reason f’cr this vast difference is rather straight

f’orward. Given the risk of failure to any ncw business, the

Federal Iteserve Doard and state chartering organizations act

very ccrnservativel.y, and ri~;htly so, in granting new bank

charters. However, given that a new branch is a small part

of any branchin~!; system, the probability that an unsuccessful

n(?w branch will cause the entire system to fail is very small.

c. Cost Iifficicncy Argument

I will not, say ve]-y Inuch about this particular issue.

The results so far comparing the cost of operation of branch

systems $.0 ~~nit systenls arc inconclusive. In general, the

pt’ohl.[!lnis that data on branching systems by individual

of-rice iS very difficult to obtain. The result is that the

comparisons tend to l)e in terms of a unit bank compared to

a l)raIlch system wl)ich is obviously not the relevant comparison.

111:. Ijvi\~er’~ceill the ‘60’s --Minnesota Banking Data.

So far tht’ discussion has run in terms of the traditional

argumel]ts, wl]i.cl~has not as yet givell us a g’r~?at deal of in-

s :ight iilto ~lIe prol.)l.eILI. At this point, it might be useful

~’tt %\Iould be pointed out that the loss in bank numbers.’
:i.11branchin<! states is accounted for by mergers and not by
l)all[cI’ailurc?s.
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to descri’be the performance of Minnesota banks in the last

t[?llyears. For this purpose, let us look at some particularly

relevant statistics. In terms of the criteria, I set out in-

itially, tile percentage of total deposits used for loans is

p:q-ticlllarly useful. l(emember I said that a bank should be

;judged by 11OW ~IIUCh of its funds are bei~~g used to encourage

real ized :i.l]vestlIlent. In addition, in order to evaluate the

:illlp~~ctof the loan policy of various categories of banks? it

is also usef~lll to know the distribution of loans between various

types.

Table? IV I)el.ow presel~ts the loan to deposit ratios alone

wi tll tlie pcrce[dx~~;c breakdowns of five types of loans: loans

for ~,ur”cl]ascs of land and real estate, loans to other finan-

cial .i.rtstit(ltions, loans to farmers, loans to business and

corporations , and consumer loans to individuals. In addition,

to compare the rural-urban breakdown, I determined the aver-

a$!;e rates fOL- the highest and lowest 10% of the counties

ranked by total number of deposits.

The rcslllts O:f-this can be summarized rather quickly.

Tl\(! avel’a::c 10[.]11to (deposit ratio for all Minnesota banks from

1960 ‘tO 196ik iS ~i7% and moves to 5170 in 1968. If all banks

performed ali.lie, then we should observe no significal~t differ-

ence l.)etwecn the loan-deposit ratio of the highest and the

lowest 10%. I1owever , that is not what we observe. The lowest
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10VO are consistently below the highest 10Yo, where the differ-

ence bet;fce~l then] averages somewhat over 9% moving from

8-~/4?{ in 1960 to 10 .~o% in 1968. There is something different

between the performance of rural and urban banks.

As a means of determining what this is, let us consider

the loan portfolio breakdowns of the banks for the same period.

We observe that real estate loans make up about one-third

of total loans and this is approximately true for both the

highest and lowest 10YJ-- remember that these represent the

rural and urban extremes . The loans to other financial in-

stitutions make up a small percentage of total loans,

somewhat below 2 per cent on the average, However, the per

cent of the urban banks is consistently above the rural banks.

Once we get to farm loans, the difference in portfolios

l.)ecomes clear. There is a consistent difference between the

per cent of farm loans between the rural and urban banks,

somewhat over 20%. In addition, however, the per cent of farm

loans on average fal.1.s from something under 32% to 27-1/2%

over the decade. This fall is entirely accounted for by a

drop i.rlthe! participation of urban banks in farm loans . This

JUact reflects two things. over the period of the 1960’s banks

hwve been havin$~ stiff competition from other agricultural

clcdit. institutions and have lost a percentage of the agri-

cultural cl’edit market. Further, the city correspondent banks

have not done tl~eir part to participate in agricultural loans.
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If’ you look at the percentage of farm loans by the Twin City

bal~ks over the ‘60’s, then it is consistently less than one

~}~r cent and falls over the period. This is an indication

that the correspondent system is providing a flow of funds

to the urban correspondent banks but not a reverse flow in

terl]]s of agricultural participation loans.

Thc’ l~~st two types of loans gives just the result one

would expect. Whereas in farm loans the rural banks were

he{~vily comnlitted, the urban banks have a much higher com-

rni-ttm[?nt to industrial loans and slightly higher, a four per

cel~t hiy;he.r, participation in the individual type of loan.

Our reason for investigating the loan portfolios was

to provide an ex~)lanation of the difference between the loan

to deposit ratio of the urban and rural banks. How then

does t]le dif’ferellce i~l their 10all portfolios Ilelp us C!XIJla~n

tllo dYLffe].ence in their total loan behavior? If yOU look

at tl~e portfolio of the rural ba]lks, you will notice that

almost all their loans are tied to a~;riculture. The real

estate loans are mostly agricultural real estate; the in-

di.vi(luals they are lending to are farmers or related to farnl-

i~l[~. Thus , virtually their entire loan portfolio is tied to

t}lc we.1.l bring of a single area, agriculture . If something

sholllcl ~lai.p~n tO the particular type Of agriculture@ that th@

rl~ral bank :is tied to, then we could expect a high rate of

default in loans that year. In other words, because rural



ba;llcs tend to have a less diversified portfolio than urban

I)allks, the risk which a rural bank faces is greater than the

e(~uivalent city bank. Given this greater risk faced by a

ru~-al bank, it is rational to have a smaller percentage of

total assets in loans.

however, the fact that it is rational for the rural unit

bank to Ilave a lo~rer loan-deposit ratio does not prevent the

adverse effects from happening anyway. Those extra loans

wl)ic!l rni~jht be made could provide a lot of jobs for a lot of

p(?opl(> and a lot of income for clothing and houses and cars

and Schools. In short, the effects will be felt just the same.

Now that we have gotten to the problem, that the rural

banks are not performin~ as well as the urban banks let us

compare tI]e performance of different types of systems in terms

of tl)eir loan l.)ellavior. The most relevant comparisons would

be betwc!ell a branc}] system and a unit system operating in

Plirmesota. Unfortunately , that option is not available to us.

\i(?Catl, however , infer what the effects of a branching systcm

on Plin]~cspta would be by comparing the loan performance of the

holding company affiliate banks with the remaining units banks

al],dalso by comparing the performance of unit banks and branch

0[’fices in onc and two bank towns in other states.

In T:ibl.e V, using avilable dat,a, I compute the average

I.onll to dei;osit ratios of holding company affiliates and

nonl]ol.di~l(; Coiilpany unit banks. There is a 5% difference in
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TABLE v

Tllc Loan to !~eposit Ratio of Holding Company
Affiliate Banks ancl Non-Holding Company

Affiliates , 1968, in Nlinnesota*

All Holding All Other

Commercial Affiliates Banks

Total Loal)s to
‘rota] [)epos its b>.;Bank 48.1o 5~.82 47.39

To-(.d LO~lllS tO
‘1’otal.Deposits Aggregate 55*93 58.41 52.23

To Lal Loans (in roil. of’ $) 4*774 2,984 1,790

TO (al I“)c[rosits 8,536 5,109 3,427J

.—.— —

*Source: Ninth District Banking Data, 1969.

-— —. —
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the loan ratios of holding company affiliates and other unit

banks . The holding company affiliates seem to be significantly

out perforn]irlg the other unit banks. Refore drawing further con-

c].qsions ~ron] tl~is, let us consider whether or not the holding

company affiliates are actin~ as we would expect branch offices

to.

Table VI is taken from an unpublished study of branch office

and unit bank comparisons in one and two bank California towns.

observing the statistics thus presented, that the branch offices

consistently have hi:,her loan to deposit ratios both when they

are the only bank in town and competing with another branch

office or unit banks, it is hard to escape the conclusion that

the branch offices will out perform a unit bank both when they

are ttle only bank facility or when there are two bank facilities

in a town. The; fact that both the holdinkj company affiliates

and brancl] offices out perform equivalent unit banks is a

definite indication that the legalization of branch banking in

Minnesota would improve the performance of the banking system

here. lIo~,ever, a real question arises at this point. What

forces are operating in a holding company and branch banking

systein that should improve its performance over a system of

(lnit independent banks? I tl}ink there are two factors oper-

a tin.g . ‘1’hcfi~st goes back to the risk factor I discussed

previously . The second has to do with the internal workings

af a lilUltipl~ unit system.
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TABLE VI

Comparison of Loan-deposit Ratios of Unit Banks
I/*

and llranch Offices in One- and Two-bank California Towns-

Flanking
Structure
in Tpwns--

Ol~e-l>anlf (unit)

One-bank (branch)

Two-bank (mixed)
Unit
Branch

Two-bank
(both branches )

Towns

w

8

lh3

12
10

114

Ratio of loans to
deposits—

Aggre~ate Average

(percent)

6/65 57.5 59.0
12/65 46.7 49.4

63.6 59.6~1

59*9 68.2
82.7 89.6

58.6 61.4~’

Percent of

total loans
High ratio at
offices high-ratio

( .80) offices
(number) (percent)

o 0

31 45*4

17.5
59*3

47 35.0

-—

1/
– Data arc based 011 various periods, including l)ecer~iber 1964, June

1965 and April 1966. Two dates are sllwon for the banks in the 8 one-bank

(unit) colmnunitie.s because of’ tl~e wide difference between June and
Decqmber. Other groups S}IOW little change between these dates.

2/
- Averages include several. new branch offices with ratios less

than .20.

*TABLE VIII, p. 21, from published sources implies the same kind of conclusion as
TABLE VI but based on more general evidence. Given these two pieces of evidence, it is
hard to deny that the introduction of branch banking will lead to an increase in the
per cent of total deposits or assets loaned out even in the rural community.
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It was previously stated that the reason why rural

banks tend to have lower loans to deposits is that there are

additional risks incurred because of an inability to diversify

tllcir loan portfolios. llowever, would a branch office or a

l]oldilI.g company affiliate face the same problem? For the case

of a branch office, the answer is obvious. It does not matter

to the systetn whether a particular office diversifies his

portfolio, it is only im~Jortant that the system have a diverse

portfolio. In the case of a statewide branch bank, that would

be insured. They would participate in all the various activ-

itj.es of the state they are in. For the case of the holding

company affiliates the answer is not quite so simple. However,

there are several weans available to insure the diversifica-

tion of the loan portfolio of any bank in the system. The

simpl~!st way would be to have member banks around the state

exchange loans. However, as long as the system is willing to

absorb the loses of an affiliate, the risk problem has been

reduced.

The second reason may be the most important one, once the

risk problem has been solved. I hinted in the example of the

statewide chain of grocery stores that there might be a com-

petitive mechanism which is not usually taken into account.

Bigness is not necessarily monopoly and sometimes, if the system

operates correctly, there can be real advantages to branch

financial institutions. There are two processes which take
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place which leac! to g~od performance characteristics.

The first is that within a branching or holding company

system there is P constant monitoring of the individual man-

agers and presidents to insure that they perform up to stand-

ards set at the home offi~e. The success of any manager or

president of the system depends on his relative performance

to all the other managers of the system. This performance

rating for branch managers is usually in terms of loan accom-

plishments . Thus in a branching system, for instance, there

is terrific pressure for a manger to loan out all his assets,

since he knows full well that anything he doesntt loan out

will go to another branch office and improve someone else’s

performance relative to his. No such process exists in a

unit i.ndt?}J6!ndent bank. If the owner of the bank dots not per-

form well, and he is in one of those low density bank counties,

there is np force to make him improve his performances.

The second force is the fact that branch and holding

company systems tend to compete system wide with the other

holding companies and branch systems. Thus they not only

c,,mpete locally, but their performance is measured statewide

or system wide.
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Iv ● Conclusions

I mentioned in my introductory comments that the cost of

a particular system was in the jobs and income not generated.

Although I am not ready to estimate the actual number of jobs

which would be created by introducing a branching system, I

can estimate the cost of the unit system in terms of loans not

made. Using that 5% differential between holding company

affiliates and independent unit banks, I estimate that

$161,000,000 worth of additional loans would have been made

in 1968 if all banks in Minnesota performed as well as the

l/
holding company affiliates.-

That, [~entlemen, 161 million dollars, is the price that

we pay for maintaining the current banking structure. You must

decide if the benefits of the present system are worth that

cost.

. ——

g
From Table VII it can be seen that the 161 million

dollar figure is a lower bound. If you compute the change
using the ag~regate figure, the result is a 211 million
dollar increase.
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TABLE VII

The Amount of Additional Loans at Holcling Company Rates,
1968 in Millions of Dollars

Using Averages by Bank $161,000,000

Using Aggregate Totals $205,850,000

Derivation Procedure

1. Take the difference between the loan-deposit ratio of
holding company affiliates and all other banks from
Table V:

a. 51.82 - 47.39 = 4.43 By Banks

b. 58.41 - 52.23 = 6.19 By Aggregates

2* Take the difference as a per cent of the loan-deposit
ratio for all other banks:

a. 4*43 + 47.39 = .093

b. 6.19 G 52.23 = .118

3* llultiply by total loans of all other banks:

a. $1,790 X .09 = $161

b. $1,790 X .118 = $211
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